C O R P O R AT E C O U N S E L S U RV E Y

Our annual survey of in-house counsel shows that 85 per cent of the time law departments
don’t rate the services of outside law firms as any more impressive than their rivals.

How law departments rate their
external law firms.
Our lead law firm is clearly better than
its nearest competitor for
most of our work.

Our lead law firm’s nearest
competitor could do most of
our work equally well.

44%

15%
Quite a few firms could
do most of our work
equally well.

Ranking of the
most important
things law
firms can do to
improve working
relationships with
law departments.

8%

Several other
firms could do
most of our work
equally well.

Be more concerned with costs

1

Understand our needs better
from a client perspective

2

Be more commercial / practical 3
Be more creative / innovative
overall

34%

Be more concerned with results 5
Be more pro-active
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B Y J E F F R E Y H . WAU G H
irms take note — you’re
not the only one who can
get the job done. This
year, Canadian Lawyer/
Canadian Lawyer InHouse have joined forces
with Catalyst Consulting
for our annual corporate counsel survey.
We’ve uncovered a trend some managing
partners will find alarming (or perhaps
see as an opportunity): only 15 per cent
of in-house law departments who responded to the survey say their primary
external firm performs at a level clearly

F

above their leading competitor. For the
other 85 per cent, it means the other
firms waiting in the wings and ready and
willing to step in and eat your lunch at
the first sign of trouble.
Working with Richard Stock of Catalyst Consulting, Canadian Lawyer targeted senior vice presidents and general
counsel from a wide range of companies
and organizations to get accurate, useful,
and insightful responses. We received responses from 73 law department leaders,
who provided detailed information for
the survey. Eighty-five per cent of their

Numbers of firms which received the top 80% of the
law department’s Canadian legal spend.
6 to 10 8%
3 to 5

37%

departments were primarily Canadianbased, with the other 15 per cent representing divisions of an international
company.
The majority of survey responses came
from small law departments of five or less
lawyers. But despite their size, survey results show the smaller legal departments
generally had the highest external spend.
Eighty per cent of the departments with
an annual external legal spend of over
$10 million had 15 or less lawyers. It
would follow that the larger departments
have more resources to complete work

Law departments planning
on reviewing their working or
financial arrangements with
top firms in the next six to
nine months.
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

1 or 2

10%

56%

YES
52%

NO
48%

0%
*Figures do not total 100% due to rounding.
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Good Faith in Canadian Insurance Law
Roderick S.W. Winsor
This book covers such issues as to what extent there is an
implied obligation of good faith in contract law, the issues
raised by such an obligation, a critical analysis and summary
of existing law and much more.
,OOSELEAF  BINDER s 
Supplements invoiced separately (1-2/yr)
0#  s )3".     

Canadian Business Law Journal Available online!
Editor-in-Chief: Jacob S. Ziegel
Associate Editor: Adam Ship
Book Review Editor: Thomas Telfer
This highly regarded journal’s various articles, commentary
and reviews strike a valuable balance between recent events
and principle developments within the various branches of
commercial and business law.
Perfectbound parts & bound volume
3UBSCRIPTION VOLUME s YR s 0# 
"ACK VOLUMES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST s )33.  

Regulatory and Corporate Liability: From Due Diligence
to Risk Management
The Honourable Todd L. Archibald, Kenneth E. Jull and Kent W. Roach
This resource helps you look at corporate liability from every
angle. It is based on principles that are relevant to many
areas of the law including occupational health and safety, the
environment, competition and securities.
,OOSELEAF  BINDER s 
Supplements invoiced separately (1-2/yr)
0#  s )3".    

The Law of Government Ethics: Federal, Ontario and
British Columbia
Gregory J. Levine
This resource is intended to guide lawyers, public servants
and politicians through the increasingly complex area of
ethics law, looking at such ethics legislation as the Federal
Accountability Act, as well as other regulations. It is a unique
resource that examines government ethics laws respecting:
lobbying, access to information, privacy and more.
0ERFECTBOUND s  PP s  s 
0#  s )3".     

NEW Key

Developments in Estates and Trusts Law in
Ontario, 2008 Edition
Madam Justice Bonnie Croll and Melanie A. Yach with contributions from
leading practitioners
Published annually, this book brings together a team of
leading practitioners to provide expert insight into the latest
noteworthy developments in estates and trusts law.
(ARDBOUND s  PP s *UNE 
3TANDING ORDER  s 0# 
#URRENT EDITION ONLY  s 0# 
)33.  
NEW Environmental Law: The Year in Review 2007
Stanley D. Berger and Dianne Saxe with contributions from
leading practitioners
This collection of insightful and timely articles will
keep you informed on how new developments in the law will
affect your practice and your clients now and in
the future.
(ARDBOUND s  PP s -ARCH 
3TANDING ORDER  s 0# 
#URRENT EDITION ONLY  s 0# 
)33.  

North American Relocation Law
Benjamin A. Kranc and contributors
This publication is a practical how-to manual for simplifying
the process of bringing workers and business people
to North America. Gain a better understanding of the
immigration, tax, customs, employment and other related
matters, on both sides of the border.
,OOSELEAF  BINDER s 
Supplements invoiced separately (2/yr)
0#  s )3".     

Outsourcing Transactions: A Practical Guide
Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP
Edited by: C. Ian Kyer and John Beardwood
Offers a pragmatic overview regarding outsourcing
transactions, complete with precedents and sample
agreements for everyday practical assistance.
,OOSELEAF  BINDER s 
Supplements invoiced separately (1-2/yr)
0#  s )3".    

For a 30-day, no-risk evaluation call: 1 800 263 2037 or 1 800 263 3269

www.canadalawbook.ca
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in-house, and are therefore able to keep
their external spending at a lower level.
With a variety of small firms with decent budgets for outside counsel, there
should be plenty of opportunities for
firms looking to take on some of this
work. Or, to take the work from others.
Forty-four per cent of respondents say
most of the work being done by their
primary external legal provider could be
done equally well by their nearest competitor. A third of the corporate respondents say that several other firms could
do the work equally well, not limiting it
to those who may typically be perceived
as the “close competition.” That gives a
lot of wiggle room to secondary or tertiary providers and provides somewhat
of a wake-up to firms that may feel they
are entrenched.
No firm wants to be considered easily replaceable, so what can be done to
stay ahead of the pack? The first step to
coming up with a solution is defining the
problem — but it appears that surprisingly little is being done by firms on that
front. Less than eight per cent of the inhouse departments claim to have received
a written quality satisfaction survey from
their firm in the past 12 months. With
our survey showing an average external
legal spend of over $3.3 million on Canadian firms last year, outside counsel
want to be sure clients are pleased with
the results. And some of those departments are spending far more; a few of
the top responses came in between $35
to $40 million spent on legal advisers. If
firms aren’t asking whether their clients
are happy and how they can improve,

Average external legal spend
Average legal spend (total) $3,570,000
Average legal spend (within Canada) $3,238,000
$0

$1,000,000

$2,000,000

$3,000,000

Average external legal spend — by industry
$898,700
$885,700

Government

$5,490,000
$5,320,000
$6,027,800
$5,500,600

Financial
Industrial/manufacturing
Resource-based

*Inadequate number of responses to provide an accurate figure.
$4,491,700
$3,594,600

Service

$2,330,000
$2,226,000

Technology

Total
Within Canada

$225,000
$225,000

Non-profit
$0

$1M

$2M

$3M

4M

5M

6M

7M

Average external legal spend — by department size
$1,407,400
$1,304,800

Less than 5

$7,627,300
$7,043,700

6 to 15
$1,466,700
$1,400,000

16 to 30
31 or over

Total
Within Canada

*Inadequate number of responses to provide an accurate figure.
$0

$1M

$2M

$3M

Survey respondents
by industry
Non-profit

6%
Technology

12%

4M

5M

7M

Survey respondents
by department size
31 to 50

Government
(municipal, regional, provincial,
federal, and First Nations
— including boards and
tribunals)

6M

16 to 30

7%

4%

Survey respondents
by external legal spend

51 to 100

3%

Less

than 5

$5 to
$10 million

63%

Over $10 million

10%

4%
$2 million
to $5 million

25%

Under
$500,000

35%

10%
Service

Financial

23%

11%

6 to 15

23%
Resource-based

7%

$1 to $2 million

27%

Industrial/manufacturing

$500,000 to
$1 million

15%

16%

*Figures do not total 100% due to rounding.
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Senior lawyers

Junior lawyers

(10+ years of
experience)

(0 – 5 years experience)

15%

Range of
experience for
lawyers in in-house
legal departments

53%

Intermediate
lawyers
(5-9 years of
experience)

31%

*Figures do not total
100% due to rounding.

Range of experience for lawyers in the department
by department size

1 - 5 lawyers

42%
48%
10%

6 - 15 lawyers

51%
35%
14%

16 - 30 lawyers

70%
22%
8%

31 - 50 lawyers

40%
34%
26%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Senior lawyers

Intermediate lawyers

Junior lawyers

(10+ years of experience)

(5-9 years of experience)

(0-5 years of experience)
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they may be overlooking substantial opportunities for growth.
Since only 60 per cent of the departments that responded to the survey say
they have a written retainer agreement
in place, moving work around to another firm would be neither difficult
or unlikely. In terms of whether or not
there is real risk of that, more than half
of the respondents said they’re likely
to be reviewing the arrangements they
have with their law firms over the next
six to nine months. One quarter of the
departments have already replaced one
of their top law firms at some point in
the last two years.
If you’re looking for options of what
to improve upon, our top-level respondents pinpointed one area in particular
— and it probably won’t come as a surprise. Most corporate law departments
want their external firms to be more
concerned with costs. It ranked as the
number one priority in terms of what
firms can do to improve the working relationship with the department.
If you think your fees are on par, there
are many other ways respondents say
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OF RESPONDENTS DO NOT HAVE A
WRITTEN RETAINER AGREEMENT IN PLACE WITH OUTSIDE LEGAL COUNSEL.

Distribution within departments of lawyers by specialization
(where each spends most of their time)
Other 8%
Contract/Commercial
28%

Corporate
12%
Environment 3%
Intellectual Property 1%
M & A 2%

Public/Administrative Law
5%

Litigation
9%

Labour and Employment
5%

Real Estate/Construction
8%
Regulatory
9%

Banking/Finance/Capital Markets
11%

firms can distinguish their lawyers and
services as top-notch. The survey showed
in-house legal department want their
advisers to better understand the needs
of the company, from a client perspective. Firms should also focus on being
more commercial and practical in terms
of the work they do for their corporate
counsel. Other ways respondents say law
firms can improve relationships is better
communication and a heightened level
of involvement between the parties.
The majority of corporate law departments say they’re expecting the volume
of legal work (combined for both the
department and external firms) to grow
in 2009. And while much of that work
will be absorbed into the company’s
own department, almost a third of the
companies foresee passing along the extra volume to their law firms.
Lawyers frequently move from private
practice into in-house counsel positions,
bringing that experience to the boardroom table, so to speak. While the survey
didn’t ask for details of previous experience, it did show many corporate counsel have been in their positions for some

A Tradition of Business

Whether conducting business in Canada or abroad, Aird & Berlis LLP understands the realities of your work. Our clients benefit
from the firm’s solid relationships with major institutions, government authorities and renowned national and international law firm
affiliates. We combine the depth and strength of Canada’s largest firms with the creativity and effectiveness of smaller firms. Rely
on us for practical legal counsel.

Partnership. Results. Success.
Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street
Suite 1800, Box 754
Toronto, ON M5J 2T9 Canada
www.airdberlis.com
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Location of the
Canadian law
department
Part of an
international
law department

If primarily in Canada,
do the lawyers outside of
Canada report through to a
Canadian general counsel?

14%
No
46%

86%

Yes
54%

Primarily in
Canada

time. When asked the makeup of their
departments, more than 53 per cent of
the members of the respondents’ teams
had 10 or more years experience; only 15
per cent of the lawyers in their teams had
been practising for under four years.
Of course, more years on the job
means a greater chance of leaving the
position for retirement or to pursue
other opportunities. About a third of inhouse departments say they’re concerned about succession when their
main law firm relationship manager
leaves the department. It may be worthwhile, both for firms and corporate
counsel, to expand their gateway partners and make for an easier transition in
the future. Losing contact with your relationship manager in the legal department is likely the largest threat leading
to dwindling revenues from existing
corporate clients. As new people step
into the role, the tendency will be to explore all of the options and see what else
is out there. The wise firms will have
prepared for this, and positioned themselves in a manner that makes a reduction in revenue unlikely.

Get Our Environmental
Environmental
Law Specialists
onYour
YourTeam!
Team!
Specialists*on
Our team of environmental lawyers includes 5 Environmental Law Specialists*
We help you help your clients. Call us.

Juli Abouchar
Doug Petrie
John Willms
Donna Shier
Marc McAree

www.willmsshier.com
* Certified by the Law Society of
Upper Canada

416 862 4836
416 862 4835
416 862 4821
416 862 4822
416 862 4820
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